INN-VEST APP

What is Inn-vest :
Inn-vest is an automated investment platform to help Nigerians / Africans invest their income and spare
cash in crypto stock and USDT

How does it work?
What the inn-vest app does is, it deducts money from your pre-registered bank account at set intervals
(weekly monthly or quarterly) and automatically puts the money in your crypto wallet, stock option or
USD depends on whichever choice you make

FEATURES

CRYPTO OPTION
This feature allows users make automated purchase of bitcoin and other crypto currencies in small
amounts at preferred intervals (daily weekly monthly quarterly)

1.) Crypto wallets :
The crypto option has two wallets ; the savings wallet, and the fixed wallet .
I.

Savings wallet :- the saving wallet allows users save and spend bitcoin like fiat
money. This wallet comes with a debit card for online shopping, paying bills etc.
with the savings wallet you can also sell or gift crypto to other users

II.

Fixed wallet :- allows users invest and “lock in” crypto over a long period at least 3
years. During which the crypto untouchable, cannot be spent, cannot be
transferred, cannot be sold. you can sell after a few years at the market value.

2.) Crypto Loans :
Allows users borrow cash while they use bitcoin in their fixed wallet as collateral, at a single digit rate.
Saves you the stress of dealing with Nigeria banks and tedious credit process .
However the BTC value (collateral) has to be at least 120% of the proposed loan. So to borrow $10,000
your BTC collateral would be worth at least $12,000 which will be given back once the loan has been
paid in full.

STOCK OPTION
This feature allows our users make automated purchases of US stock in small amounts from the best
performing stocks as carefully curated by our experts.

Stock Portfolio : allow users view and monitor how their stock is performing on a daily basis.
Trade : this allows peer to peer trading of stock on the inn-vest app.

USDT:
Allows you save and safelock your money in USD to protect you against naira devaluation
USD Trade : this feature allows peer to peer buying and selling of USD on the inn-vest app.

